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As I may have mentioned before, I was 
apprenticed as a Lithographer in 1972 
when Litho printing was starting to 

take over from letterpress printing. Offset 
litho was the catalyst for this dominance 
because it increased the speed and con-
sequently the cost of printed items. I was 
reflecting recently on how far the process 
has advanced since that time and how the 
skill has diminished considerably.

Today’s litho printing is a world away 
from what I learnt in 1972. Modern presses 
are computer controlled and achieving 
colour and fit on a multi-colour press can 
be performed within the first 15-20 sheets.

In the seventies the plates had recently 
changed from zinc plates to anodised alu-
minium which was another step forward 
as they were much easier to work with and 
lasted longer. It was a fascinating time to 
join the industry.

I spent my first six months in the plate-
making department as this was a part of 
the training. To make a plate it first had 
to have a light sensitive coating applied to 
it. This was done in a ‘whirler’ which was 
a machine with a bed to which the plate 
was attached. The whirler was started and 
it spun round while I was taught how to 
pour the coating on from an old teapot! 
The centrifugal force would make the coat-
ing spread across the entire surface and it 
was at this point the lid of the whirler was 
closed and the heater switched on. After 
about 10 minutes, it was dry.

The next process was taking nega-
tives, placing them in the exact position 
required and exposing them to light in 
a large vacuum frame. Next they would 
be processed with developer and various 
other chemicals to create the image and 
the unused coating was washed away. This 
process would take about an hour even 
for the simplest of images. When I finally 

got to the pressroom and eventually ran 
my own press, it would take at least and 
hour to make ready a job and achieving and 
maintaining the correct colour took a con-
siderable amount of skill.

Today a plate is imaged in a few minutes 
without any operator intervention, make 
ready on a large 8 colour press can take as 
little as 3-4 minutes. 

The sad conclusion to this is that litho 
printing on these presses cannot be consid-
ered a craft any longer. This has however, 
renewed my interest in traditional print-
ing processes and led me to becoming a 
member of our Society. Long may crafts-
manship continue. Keep printing!

FROM THE EDITOR TIM VERNON (10772)

Cover Image: The Essex Branch’s day out 
at Alan Brignull’s Hedgehog Press, famous 
for its Adanaland stamps
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A 1977 Mergenthaler advertisement from U&lc, featuring Windsor
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The identity of the artists behind the 
typeface designs of Stephenson Blake 
and other major British typefoundries 

is often a mystery. Records are fragmentary 
and with notable exceptions—Geoffrey 
Lee’s Impact (1965) springs to mind—the 
creators were often anonymous, unless, 
like Eric Gill, their name was part of the 
typeface designation.

Typeface designs were sometimes li-
cenced from foreign competitors and the 
names changed for the UK market, further 
muddying the waters surrounding their 
origins. The creators of many popular 
designs did not enjoy the near-celebrity 
status accorded to modern typeface design-
ers such as Matthew Carter, Neville Brody, 
Jeremy Tankard and Alan Fletcher (cre-
ator of the V&A museum logo and others). 
Today, a designer’s name is an important 
part of the marketing strategy for digital 
typefaces, but a century ago it was often an 
unknown commercial artist behind popu-
lar typeface designs. 

We frequently know more about the 
punch-cutters than we do about the 
designers, mainly through payment re-
cords to the former.

Elisha Pechey was born on 25th Decem-
ber 1831 and was apprenticed to his uncle, 
a printer, at the age of 15. After serving 
his time with the family firm he moved to 
London where he joined Cox & Wyman, 
moving to Stephenson Blake in 1863. For 
three decades he was London manager 

TYPEFACE TALES BOB RICHARDSON (9718)

SHEFFIELD’S OWN 
HOUSE OF WINDSOR
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THE TALE OF THIS REGAL TYPEFACE’S POPULARITY & RESULTING PIRACY

for the Sheffield firm, responsible for ad-
ministration, sales, advertising and stock 
control.  Pechey replaced Thomas White 
Smith, who moved on to Caslon, rescuing 
that company at a crucial point in its histo-
ry and eventually assuming overall control 
of the foundry.

Relatively little is known about Pechey, 
but he was a skilled lettering artist and it 
is believed that he designed many of the 
SB faces, borders and ornaments—almost 
as a sideline—during the years he worked 
for the company. Surprisingly, there are 
few written records relating to Pechey’s 
involvement in design, but his most memo-
rable face for SB&Co is probably Windsor, 
which was immediately popular upon its 
release in 1904. 

Above: A Waring & Gillow advert from 1905
Below:  Windsor variants available in 1970
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The Windsor family was rapidly ex-
panded to include a wide range of variants. 
Pechey probably never saw the type go into 
production, for he died in March 1902 while 
it was still in development. The creation of 
matrices for the production of metal types 
was a long, laborious and expensive pro-
cess, typically taking two or three years for 
a family of faces such as Windsor.

Windsor was pirated very quickly, with 
the American foundry of H C Hansen pro-
ducing a clone within months of the British 
launch. The similarities are unmistakable, 
and the foundry’s name for the face—Cam-
bridge— fooled nobody. Other foundries 
produced their own versions under 
different names.

Pechey’s Windsor had few serious rivals 
at the time of its launch. Cheltenham (1904) 
and De Vinne (1898) were released around 
the same time and did well commercially, 
but Windsor was a important bulwark for 
Stephenson Blake in the face of these popu-
lar American imports.

The inspiration for Windsor came from 
several sources. Pechey was influenced 
by the hand-lettering used in advertis-
ing for the furniture maker Waring & 
Gillow, which he found very attractive, but 
also by the Haddon foundry’s Hawarden 
face. Hawarden itself was a modifed ver-
sion of a very similar type created by the 
Central Typefoundry in the USA around 
1890, although Walter Haddon would 
certainly have denied any suggestion of 
typeface piracy.

By the outbreak of WWI the Windsor 
family had been expanded to include 
Windsor Outline, Windsor Condensed and 
a narrower version known as Windsor 
Elongated. There was also a ‘companion’ 
series, patriotically known as Lining St. 
George, although by the end of the war that 



Above Left: A 1924 Stephenson Blake specimen of Windsor
Below Left: Cambridge, an American pirate version of Windsor

Above: Stephenson Blake Windsor specimens from 
a Canadian catalogue
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TYPEFACE TALES BOB RICHARDSON (9718)

face had been quietly re-named Windsor 
Light and Windsor Medium. The complete 
family made a spectacular showing in the 
great SB&Co 1924 specimen book, filling 28 
pages. There is no Windsor Bold Italic, a dif-
ficult hybrid to create, as the decidedly ugly 
Hawarden Italic clearly demonstrates.

Pechey’s Windsor made legal history in 
1914 when SB&Co sued Grant & Legros for 
copyright infringement of their Registered 
Design No. 427,900—namely the Wind-
sor typeface. Stephenson Blake had been 
sending sets of justifying proofs to the 
Department of Trade for some years, as-
suming that the registration of a typeface 
design would protect it from piracy, but 
these actions proved to be of little help 
to them. Many SB&Co file copies of these 
original documents still exist and are held 
at the Type Archive in London.

The Windsor case made legal copy-
right history and is still referred to in law 
schools today. There has never been a suc-
cessful prosecution for piracy of designs 
in metal typefaces, either in the UK or the 
United States. Mr Justice Eve said of the 
1914 legal action “It is a case in which there 
are obviously novel, and I doubt not diffi-
cult, points of law to be determined”—but 
sadly for Stephenson Blake the trial did 
not clarify them. SB&Co lost the case and 
paid dearly for challenging an ambiguous 
law. For those with an interest in this legal 
action, the Windsor case notes are avail-
able online here https://tinyurl.com/
yckkwlgq as a PDF.

By the late 1950s, Stephenson Blake’s 
sales of Windsor had tailed off to the 
point of making continued production 
of this large family of faces uneconomic. 
The last handful of designs in the family 

A 1924 Stephenson Blake specimen
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Left:  Two pieces of evidence from the 1915 court case. The 
lower sheet reads: ‘Do not extend registration, not worth it’.



were withdrawn on 1st January 1963, 
but something peculiar happened just 
two years later. An American advertising 
agency rediscovered the face in 1965 and 
it became enormously popular again. 
Indeed, Windsor, despite dating from 
1904, is now redolent of the 1960s and 70s, 
through its re-issue as rub-down lettering 
and photosetting faces. Letraset and 
ITC produced versions of the face and it 
became a staple of every trade typesetting 
house in the UK and across the Atlantic. 

The BBC purchased the typeface for 
use in their television Graphic Design 
department as its lack of fussy serifs and 
fine hairlines made it a perfect choice 
for 405 and 625 line television. Despite 
its particularly apt name, the typeface 
has never been used for the Queen’s 
Christmas broadcast.

Windsor re-entered the Stephenson 
Blake portfolio in the late 1960s and did 
very well, selling steadily almost to the end 
of the era of commercial letterpress. The 
matrices survive in very good condition for 
all variants in every size, and are held at the 
national Type Archive in Stockwell.

With acknowledgment to the late John Ad-
dison Birkbeck (d.1971), proprietor of the 
Rathalpin Press for some of the material 
contained in this article.

A message From the 
Membership Secretary
You may recall a short article I wrote recently de-
scribing the process by which Small Printer reaches 
you each month. (Page 281 in the December 2017 
magazine, if you’re interested.)

In a nutshell, I produce a set of printed labels from 
the membership database and send them to the 
Society Mailer, who sticks them on to the envelope. 
In order for the magazine to reach you on time this 
happens on about the 20th of the previous month.

The reason for this current brief article is to advise 
that I shall be on holiday from mid-September and I 
shall therefore be printing the address labels a week 
earlier, on 13th September. This means that should 
your membership expire at the end of this month 
and I have not received your renewal payment by 
the 13th, an address label for you will not be printed.

Provided you do renew before the end of the 
month, however, I shall send you the October maga-
zine as usual – but it will be a week or so later than 
usual as I can’t do this until I return from holiday.

The primary purpose of the address label is, 
naturally, to show your address. If this is incor-
rect in any detail then please let me know (email 
to membership@bpsnet.org.uk is the quickest 
way). The top line of the label, immediately above 
the address, gives your membership number, and 
in the top right-hand corner is the date in which 
your membership will expire. 

Most labels will also show a number, just below the 
date, and this is the number of magazines (including 
the one in the envelope) that you will receive before 
you need to renew your membership.

As an additional reminder of your impending re-
newal, if the address label is printed in blue then 
it brings you the penultimate issue before your 
renewal and along with the magazine you should 
find a blue renewal notice in the envelope. A label 
printed in red indicates that unless you renew you 
will receive no further issues of the magazine – and 
this is confirmed by a renewal notice printed on red.

With all this information there is really no excuse 
for failing to renew your membership on time! 
Chris Green [7614]
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Scout printers will have found that 
their collection of stock blocks has 
become of little use now that the 

Advance Report is being implemented. 
Only one badge will be used, irrespective 
of section, and that will be something 
like an expanded version of Adana 1164. 
This will render Rover, Cub, and similar 
badges unuseable. 

Some cuts that were favoured in the 
past, such as the Scout-on-Rock of-
ficial zinco or electro and the Adana 
1008 Scout-with-knapsack have been 
out of date since the beret was intro-
duced, and are obsolete with the end 
of the bush hat. 

FROM THE ARCHIVES
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MODERNISING A SCOUT BLOCK

THIS 1967 ARTICLE SHOWS HOW, 
WHEN FACED WITH DRASTIC CHANGES 
WITHIN THE SCOUTING MOVEMENT, 
ONE BPS MEMBER KEPT HIS OLD 
ADANA STOCK BLOCK UP TO DATE

The Adana Bush Hat  
block 1751. 1. before 
and 2. after alteration.

1 2



The new badge may be obtained from 
the Badge Secretary of your former Local 
Association, now the District Scout 
Council, on establishing your bona fides, 
at retail price. 

Having a small bush hat block Adana 
1751, I decided to jump the gun and give 
the Scout a beret. However, this involved 
making the casting bigger, as the base 
of the beret is bigger than the tightfit-
ting band of the bush hat. I cleaned my 
Weller soldering gun (the sort with a low 
voltage, heavy current, transformer and 
a square section copper bit joining the 
terminals), when hot, with a brass shoe-
brush to remove solder, which has a high 
melting point compared with typemetal, 
and warmed the block 1751 at the points 
where metal was needed. 

As the block melted I melted a found-
ers’ 10-pt type against the bit so that its 
end flowed on to the desired spot and 
fused the two together to raise a lump. 

This was done in two places to build 
out the flat brim outline into something 
larger than a beret. The blobs were then 
filed flat to the original surface with 
a new small file. The edge outline was 
filed away to a new shape and the block 
rubbed on wet-and-dry emery cloth laid 
on a piece of glass. 

When I was satisfied with the shape I 
burnished the face by rubbing, without 
tilting, on the bed of the proof press. The 
block was now a thou or two too low, and 
I laid the block sideways on the press 
and hit its feet corners with a quoin key 

handle in the approved manner. A bit 
of rubbing on the press bed corrected 
the height to 0.918" as shown by the 
type-high gauge. 

This method can be used to repair type 
that has been dropped on corners, and 
alter letters, in the larger sizes. I would 
recommend using a separate, marked, 
bit in the gun for type, and throwing all 
waste away so as to avoid mixing with 
solder waste. If a soldering iron is to 
be used, all traces of flux, resin or sol-
dering paste should be removed first, 
when hot, with a clean rag or the brass-
bristled brush.

SCANS SUPPLIED BY BPS LIBRARIAN LIBBY GREEN (10855)
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FROM SMALL PRINTER, MAY 1967



BRANCH REPORT
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Lincolnshire & District Branch

This year’s August meeting was set aside 
for more convention preparation and 
Paul Warne had written out a list of tasks 
to be completed before we were allowed 
to think about enjoying our summer 
barbcue later in the day.

Sandra and Jane were put in charge of 
foiling and fitting hat ribbons, Malcolm 
collated the calendar, Mike and Graham 
looked after notepad binding, Mike 
was given the task of cutting and print-
ing coasters and printing pencils, and 
Graham and Wendy agreed to print the 
serviettes at a later date.

Meanwhile our treasurer, John Miller 
was kept busy cooking the branch’s 
books, while Paul came up with a novel 
idea for meal tickets and gave Mike a 
brief as to how they were to be designed.

With all convention tasks accounted 
for, we retired to the sun drenched 
garden where Wendy had laid out a 
sumptuous barbecue feast for us. The 
usual barbecue bugers and sausages 
were accompanied by all manner of 

salads made from produce grown in Paul 
and Wendy’s garden, and as if this wasn’t 
enough we were then treated to no less 
than six deserts, again all prepared by 
Wendy. We have enjoyed some terrific 
barbecues over the years, but this must 
surely go down as one of our very best. 
Thanks Wendy!

Conversations on the subject of print-
ing and the society were carried on all 
afternoon until finally we called it a day 
around tea time. Mike Edwards 10374

Hats and foiling: Jane and Sandra Calendars: Malcolm

The books: John ‘The Chef ’ Miller



BRANCH REPORT

Essex Branch

On Saturday 4th August the Essex 
Branch of the BPS met at the Hedge-
hog Press, the proud owner being Alan 
Brignull. This was our (Sarah-10829 & 
Russell-10835) first visit and we were 
suitably impressed, not only with the 
beautiful and productive gardens but the 
work space too.

On our arrival there were already 
members taking refreshments in the 
Brignull’s lovely garden along with Julie’s 
homemade cake. It was one of those dry, 
hot days we don’t seem to get used to so 
an ice cold drink was welcome!

There were 17 in attendance. It was 
a pleasure to meet our Vice President 
Paul Hatcher, and Bob Richardson was 
also there giving us the benefit of his 
experience.

The meeting was called to order 
by our illustrious leader Len Friend, 
who’s unique delivery of business inter-
spersed with humour kept our attention 
throughout.

I gave a very brief report on a visit to 
Metallic Elephant in Colchester who 
were receptive and informative on our 
pre-arranged visit. Metallic Elephant 
design and build hot foil machines, but 
also produce letterpress blocks to sub-
mitted design.

Len reported that Jillian Atkins had a 
number of items which belonged to her 
late husband, Robert, to dispose of with 
donations gong to charity, and a brief 
discussion took place regarding possible 
new roadshow destinations. Len worked 
hard under the hot sun delivering the 
agenda, and at the close of business we 
were invited to view the Hedgehog Press 

workshop and escape the heat.
Although the workspace is relatively 

small Alan’s attention to organisation 
was evident and the impressed visitors 
agreed a lesson for us all! Alan’s organ-
isational skills are only exceeded by his 
artistry and design and if you haven’t 
been lucky enough to see his Adanaland 
stamps I urge you to get in touch. The 
Model Platen No 3 press was in pride of 
place, set up with type which allowed 
the visitors to print their own mementos 
and tucked away under the workspace 
an Adana 8x5 and HF3. Alan didn’t 
disappoint when he announced there 
were giveaways which included type, 
ink, paper and back issues of It’s a Small 
World.

The visitors were then distracted by 
Julie’s announcement of lunch and we 
returned to the sunshine with plates of 
homemade bread, cheeses and home-
grown salad which were enjoyed along 
with some friendly print-related chatter.

Many thanks to Alan and Julie who 
were wonderful hosts – we look forward 
to next year!  Russell Surrey 10835
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Rachel’s wish for a bumper bundle 
came true when the May bundle 
came through the letterbox with an 

almighty thud. Having volunteered to do 
the PG Post review I almost regretted the 
decision. However, the commitment was 
made so here goes.

Let’s start with a masterpiece. Paul 
Hatcher contributes issue four of the 
Printer’s Post-Boy and Comp’s Courant. 
The leading article discusses the reduction 
in size of two national newspapers and 
the effect it may have on their typographic 
standards. Perfectly printed in four co-
lours and set in 7pt. These days a lot of us 
have difficulty in seeing 7pt without trying 
to justify the lines to a 15 pica column. Per-
haps we need to consume more of the Long 
Herbert Finest Strong Ale as advertised in 
the PBB&CC. A question - because of its 
size is it easier to justify a line of 7pt type 
than a line of 12pt?

Win Armand Smith gives us another 
three pages and six letters in her A to Z 
of apple pie. Nicely printed in green and 
brown and including a fascinating cut 
out on the O to P page giving us a glimpse 
of Cox’s apples. Interesting choice of ini-
tial letters and border units and the pie 
line block gives a continuity through the 
series. I am looking forward to seeing 
the next edition.

The Rambling Urchin No.107 from Alan 
Brignull gives us the fascinating informa-
tion that there are 34 islands around the 
county of Essex. I resisted the temptation 
of finding a map and checking their loca-
tions (just!). Printed in two greens and red 
on a substantial grey card. Alan has an ex-
cellent control of the typography and uses 
10pt Plantin and 24pt Albertus, two faces 
that I believe work well together. The lino-
cut of Essex is skillfully accomplished.

Katherine Anteney presents a timely 
and topical reminder of the dangers of 
discarded plastic debris. Using a manu-
facturers penguin line block to strenghen 
the message which I expect was found on 
a second-hand stall. It is good that we can 
reintroduce these old blocks into a new 
life, probably better than the one they were 
originally intended for. Katherine prints 
her card in three colours and has a nice use 
of the Monotype No.3 border units.

Ron Rookes has printed the latest con-
tribution in the Pawprint Snippets, this is 
No.25. I suspect there are a lot of people 
who may believe we come back in another 
form and Ron has now planted the idea 
that the humans who dislike cats were pre-
viously known as Mickey or Ratty. There 

PG POST GEORGE WEBB (5265)
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is a strong illustration of the  cat’s head 
which I think may have originated from a 
scraperboard illustration.

Dulcie Fulton at the Mostly Flat prints 
‘The Dinner Party’, set in 12pt Bembo and 
demonstrating the compositor’s skill of 
double justification. I noted the correct 
leading (6pt) to enable the eye to scan 
without difficulty from the text to the 
numerals. Single working on the press in 
bronze or is it a deep gold? The heading 
has been visually spaced for it to appear 
even and incorporates an appropriate 
floral unit. Check the typecase Dulcie, 
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you may have a wrong fount cap T in-
vading the Bembo.

A small folded card of St George and 
the Dragon comes from the Hare in the 
Orchard. Printed in metallic ink on an em-
bossed cover board with excellent inking 
of the line block and not too much impres-
sion. Very well done.

A very big welcome to our new contribu-
tor to the PG and also a recent member of 
the BPS, Arthur England gives us an intro-
duction to the twenty-seventh letter of the 
alphabet. A well-proportioned ampersand 
in a ‘clarendon’ style, probably from the 

SCANS SUPPLIED BY RON ROOKES (4682)

George Webb Alan Brignull

WITH EVERY BUNDLE, THE PUBLISHING GROUP PROVIDES 
A CRITIQUE OF ITS PREVIOUS BUNDLE. HERE WE REPRINT 
GEORGE WEBB’S RECENT REVIEW OF THE MAY SUBMISSIONS



Stephenson Blake range of Antique Old 
Style wood letter is printed in blue. This is 
supported with other typefaces in keeping 
with the era. If Arthur has other similar 
typefaces in his collection we can look for-
ward to more typographic antiquities.

I have never found an abundance of 
poems about printing so I was delighted to 
receive the dedication to the Vicobold. The 
author of the ‘Vicobold’ was John Mole and 
the excellent printing was by Peter White 
at the Bouncing Acre Press. The inside 
printed in green and the front and back 
in blue on a smooth green card. Nicely 
composed in 12pt Spectrum 556 with 6 and 
12pt interlinear spacing. The arrangement 
of the type on the page is pleasantly well 
considered for good readability. The Vico-
bold was one of the heavier platen presses 
with, I believe, four inking rollers. In later 
years it would be more used in the printing 
industry for cutting and creasing than let-
terpress printing.

Ron Rookes gives us a second letterpress 
submission with a useful bookmark. 
This was no doubt printed at one of the 
Essex branch field trips to the Museum of 
Power. A wide selection of type styles and a 
thoughtful use of a 24pt Monotype border 
unit (B312) designed by David Bethel. 
Perfectly printed in red but how did Ron 
manage to lock-up a 7 3/4” forme in an 8” 
chase and obtain such even ink coverage 
from an 8 1/2” ink disk. Was it sheer bril-
liance or was it done in two workings?

Peter Criddle of the Ericius Press will 
cheer up those amongst us who are weath-
er pessimists with an amusing forecast of 
the yearly weather from an 1882 edition of 
Punch. Symmetrical setting throughout in 
Modern 20 with its unusual roman punc-
tuation marks. Printed on a flecked paper 
that often does not take ink well but here 

Peter has shown some good presswork. I 
particularly like the two swelled rules and 
the block of the three umbrellas under the 
colophon is so in keeping with the theme.

Terry Shapland produces a delightful 
four-page edition in the Quillandink collec-
tion. Entitled ‘Two Little Words’ he takes 
us through the ways of giving, receiving 
and saying ‘thank you’. The text in Har-
rington is very readable despite its oddity. 
Two choices of heavy weight cream boards, 
smooth on the inside and hammer finish on 
the outer to make it feel just right.

Rachel Marsh gives a visual glorification 
of John Easson. Well, I think it is meant to 
be flattering! We will have to ask Beyonce 
or perhaps John for their view or interpre-
tation. Rachel does not give us any clues 
as to the source of the comment. Printed 
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problems we are having with Ash dieback 
surely we can’t also lose the oak. Owen has 
skillfully cut some oakleaves, probably in 
lino, but it may be a woodcut to work with 
the title. The title is probably wood letter 
and will benefit from a little visual letter-
spacing. This very often occurs when an A 
and V come together in a word. In the past 
printers have been known to cut a mortise 
in each character to reduce the space by 
bringing the letters closer together. The 
text on the reverse side is set in 12pt and 
is in the Cheltenham/Windsor/Gloucester 

on an off-white soft board in carmine red 
with some scattered yellow stars. The 
printing of the red is super and even. Only 
one slight criticism, I would like to see a 
little space (perhaps a thin or a mid) be-
tween the three full points.

Jean Watson sends a message or is it 
an elucidation of her words. Is that a true 
purple ink and I will always predict that 
one is only as old as one feels. I will make 
no further comment on the interpretation 
- work it out for yourselves. Symmetrically 
set in 36pt Baskerville 169 and perfectly 
balanced with just a little more space 
below than above. All contained within the 
Monotype border B323 with its matching 
corner pieces. 

Owen Legg tells us of the possible 
demise of the English Oak. After the 
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SCANS SUPPLIED BY RON ROOKES

Ron Rookes Dulcie Fulton

If you’re interested in joining and would like 
find out more about the Publishing Group 
email the PG Chairman, Rachel Marsh at

pgchair@bpsnet.org.uk



style but I was unable to make up my 
mind which. However, I do know that the 
Americans produced 18 variations of this 
style between 1904 and 1911, all I believe 
designed by M Benton.

John Easson brightens up the bundle 
with two dayglo posters from the Hanworth 
Carnival printed sometime between 1978 
and 2003. Like John I am not going to name 
the typefaces but say that this is an inter-
esting assemblage. Extremely well printed 
as we would expect from the Quarto Press 
and the copies I received show excellent 
control of the inking. Within that era 
dayglo posters were prolific but not so 
today, well not in East Devon.

Mike Perry produces an A7 card to 
inform us to take care and do the impos-
sible (perhaps a hint for your next bundle 
item). Very clean sharp printing on the 
Adana 8x5 in three colours on a good 
quality smooth white board. I like the 
swelled rule tail piece and it does echo 
the inline effect of the headline. I have 
to throw out the challenge to you Mike, 
please come up with the impossible for the 
September bundle.

Now for my own contribution. George 
Webb gives an explanation about the 
posting of a letter. We often come across 
these common phrases or sayings. A little 
research can uncover the meaning and his-
tory of the subject. Another asymmetric 
layout but the text could benefit from a 
little interlinear spacing to be more com-
patible with the heading. As hard as I tried I 
could not get the ink to come cleanly off the 
type to give a sharp well defined impression 
and this is can be blamed on my inability to 
resist mucking about with the colours and 
the addition of too much transparent white  
has thinned the ink too much. Isn’t it nice 
to be able to criticise oneself!

2
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September
Maidenhead Branch
Branch meeting, Anke Ueberberg, Reading

Saturday 1st September
Prestival
The Whittington Press, nr Cheltenham, 

Gloucestershire, GH54 4HF

11 September
Surrey & Sussex 
Branch meeting, Mark Mitchell, Westcot

Saturday 15th September: PG deadline

Saturday 15th September
Lincolnshire & District Branch
Rotaset, Mablethorpe

Saturday 15th September
Essex Branch
Visit to Gwen Harper’s, Rayleigh

Saturday September 22nd
Southampton Wayzgoose
St Denny’s Community Centre, Adelaide Rd

Wednesday 26 September
Dorset Branch
Whitcombe Monymusk Stables DT2 8NY

Tuesday 9th October
Surrey & Sussex 
Branch meeting, Merstham

Wednesday 17 October
Dorset Branch
Whitcombe Monymusk Stables DT2 8NY

Saturday 20th October
Essex Branch Roadshow
Thaxted Parish Church Craft Fair

October
Maidenhead Branch
AGM, TBA

13 November
Surrey & Sussex Branch 
AGM, Libby & Chris Green, Merstham

Thursday 15th November: PG deadline

Sunday November 18th
Solent Branch
Visit to Carpathian Foundry

Wednesday 21 November
Dorset Branch
Whitcombe Monymusk Stables DT2 8NY

Saturday 15 December 
Dorset Branch
Christmas lunch. Venue to be confirmed

Branch meetings are open to all Society members. Anyone who plans to attend a meeting who is not a 
member of the Branch concerned should check with the Branch Secretary in case details have changed.

DIARY OF EVENTS
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Surrey & Sussex Branch Open Day
on Saturday 20th October 

St Katharine’s Church Room, Church Hill, Merstham RH1 3BJ
This will be primarily a social event with the usual lunch 

and other refreshments. All members welcome. 
Contact Libby if you want to bring items for sale.



BRANCH REPORT

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Solent Branch

The inaugural Solent Branch BBQ 
(only our second branch meeting) was 
a ‘marble-ous success’ on a glorious 
July afternoon at Apple Tree Cottage/
Studio in the heart of the New Forest 
at Brockenhurst.  

The letterpress signs saying “Eat, 
Drink & Print” set the scene for 10 
printers & partners and five junior 
printers to have fun. Joining us from 
Dorset for the day, were two new Hon-
orary Branch Members Jean Watson 
(007!!) and Ron Watson (008). 

The first priority was the consump-
tion of plentiful BBQ grub and liquid 
refreshment. Cheddar the Labrador 

was on hand to chase those with the 
energy to run around the garden and 
to tidy up any spills!

The ‘Mystery Objects’ challenge 
included a vintage lead cutter, a Rexel 
numbering machine, a Linotype 
flong from ‘the Grauniad’ (so called 
by Private Eye for it’s regular typos), 
a 12pt em square type of the Lord’s 
Prayer, a Printers’ Hat & Box (folded at 
the recent St Bride’s Wayzgoose) and 
Prince Charles’ Polo ball!? 

Whilst the kids enjoyed watercolour 
painting and blowing bubbles, we had 
fun marbling. Droplets of marbling 
inks were artistically dripped onto a 
prepared ‘gall solution’, then cocktail 
sticks and a hand-made comb were 
used to drag the patterns. Once the 
paper prints were peeled off the sur-
face the kids joined in using a hose 
pipe to spray off the excess ink and 
soak the adults naturally!  

As the afternoon drew to a close, 
one popular suggestion was to use 
the group’s expertise with presses 
to hold a future branch meeting 
to bottle a range of vintage “Solent 
Wine” from the garden’s grapevines! 
Arthur England 10880

OFFERED FREE
KAS Spacesaver 
15 Station Collator
1840mm long, 560mm deep & 960mm high, 
and will need a couple of people to move it. 
Located on the A137 on the Essex/Suffolk border.
Contact Andrew Mills  on 01206 396750 
Email:  andrewtheprinter@gmail.com

OFFERED FREE
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Ladies and Gentlemen
Of the British Printing Society

Your Presence is requested
At

SOUTHAMPTON

WAYZGOOSE
Saturday September 22nd 2018

10am - 4pm

St Denys Community Centre
Priory Rd, St Denys, SO17 2JZ

satellite navigational devices use 

SO17 2HW We are just past the Junction Inn

 

Hosted with support of members 
from the British Printing Society 

ALL WELCOME
Stalls selling handmade Letterpress Prints, Artists’ Books, Zines, 

Original Printmaking, Antique Books, Tote Bags, Letterpress Supplies & Printed Ephemera!

Free Entry - Refreshments will be served
Free Goody Bag for the first 20 visitors!
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Bristol
Ian Knight
t 01179 854944 e bristol@bpsnet.org.uk 
Dorset
Win Armand Smith
01258 830628 e dorset@bpsnet.org.uk
Essex
Margaret Rookes
t 01245 611484 e essex@bpsnet.org.uk
Lincolnshire & District
Mike Edwards
t 01733 562867 e lincoln@bpsnet.org.uk
London
Matt McKenzie
t 07836 785505 e london@bpsnet.org.uk
Maidenhead
Paul Hatcher
t 01189 666124 e maidenhead@bpsnet.org.uk
Overseas
Kevin Thorp
t 00 353 1 8438346 e overseas@bpsnet.org.uk
Scotland
John Easson
t 01828 628001 e scotland@bpsnet.org.uk
Shropshire
Peter Criddle
t 01743 350208 e shropshire15@bpsnet.org.uk
Solent Branch
Elizabeth Kirby
t 01980 863143 e solent@bpsnet.org.uk
South Wales
Dominic Hartley
t 07970 722029 e swales@bpsnet.org.uk
Surrey & Sussex
Libby Green
t 01737 644145 e surrey@bpsnet.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP NEWS & UPDATES

BRANCH 
SECRETARIES

10904 Miss Jill Shepherd,
 Llanbrynmair
10905 Mr Neil Ashmore
 Nottingham
10906 Mrs Sandra Munday
 South Chard
10907 Mr Dan Clifford
 Gravesend

Any member who requires contact details of 
any other member should initially contact the 
Membership Secretary.

WELCOMING NEW 
SOCIETY MEMBERS

Membership renewals Currently £30 for UK, 
£45 for Overseas, or £30 Overseas Online only, and 
notifications of change of any personal or contact 
details should be sent to the Membership Secretary: 
Chris Green, Noddyshall, Rockshaw Road, 
Merstham, Redhill RH1 3DB Please make cheques 
payable to the ‘British Printing Society’.

New Members

ADANA 
Printing Machine HS2

FOR SALE

WILL REQUIRE NEW ROLLERS

Contact F.D.Watson
01539 722466 evenings
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Line adverts (text only) per month Members Only Free (up to 50 words) then 10p per word

Display advertisements 1/4 page per month £7.00

Display advertisements 1/2 page per month £15.00

Display advertisements Full page per month £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A5) £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A4 folded to A5) £30.00

The Editor and Advertising Manager reserve the right to refuse any advertisement. Although every 
effort will be made to publish an advertisement in a specified issue if requested, this cannot be 
guaranteed.
The same display advertisement appearing in four or more consecutive issues is subject to a 10% 
discount and when in seven or more consecutive issues subject to a 15% discount.
Cheques payable to “British Printing Society” and material should be sent as follows or contact the 
Advertising Manager if you wish to pay by PayPal.
Line Advertisements should be sent to the Editor by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Display Advertisements should be sent with payment to the Advertising Manager also by the 10th.
Printed inserts (350) must be sent with payment to the Mailer so as to arrive by the 25th of the month.

Small Printer Advertising Rates

Supplier of secondhand type and letterpress miscellany.

Rapidly changing stock. Worldwide shipping.

After many years trading on eBay, a new website will be launching February at
www.urbanfoxletterpress.co.uk

Stay up to date by following on Instagram - search urbanfox.letterpress and
see new and current stock posted daily.

URBANFOX LETTERPRESS

wanted☞
All letterpress items of interest. Fair prices always
paid. Nationwide collection. I've worked with many
BPS members in the past and always ensure
everything goes on to be used again as intended.

07950 953 543 or hello@urbanfoxdesign.co.uk☎

☞

☞

☞

☞

Based in Broadstairs Kent - Visitors always welcome



Ye Olde ‘One-Stop’ Letterpress Shoppe!

Why would you go anywhere else?

Re-manufactured Adana machines including treadle platens and proof presses - Composing sticks, 
typescales, galleys, furniture, quoins, quoin keys, planers, tweezers, bodkins - New & second-hand type 
laid in cases and/or wooden cabinets, @ signs, # signs, + signs, borders, dashes, rules and spacing 
materials.  High definition Rubber inking Rollers, a full colour range of letterpress inks, tympan manila 
platen dressing sheets and gauge pins. We also service and refurbish customer’s own machines.

www.caslon.co.uk
+44 1727 852 211

Our AdanaLite Photopolymer system enables you to easily make negatives and 
letterpress plates at home. We supply a range of polymer plates at competitive 
prices and make mounting bases to order to suit your machine and thickness of 
plates you wish to use. Professional, Reliable & Expert advice always available.

� 

Moulton Printing 01253 342992 www.moultonprinting.com


